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…And then came the day when OFFICIALLY it was possible for me to discuss UFOs and Aliens. To remind you… the Newsletter Stories are
geared to an international audience rather than just a certain part of the population, which has already come to terms with certain facts.
At the turn of the century a hearing had been scheduled. 32 scientists from around the planet were supposed to testify in front of a commission
about their knowledge of the existence of events which affected our planet and the people who live on it. It was supposed to be aired on C-Span
for people to follow right along. The problem, which some of the witnesses ran into, was that they needed permission from Janet Reno to allow
testimony about things they had encountered under high-level security clearances. They did not want to run the risk of facing treason charges for
things they were going to testify about, which were secret. Needless to say, that permission was not granted and the hearings were scrapped.
During that time I had the privilege to meet many of the persons involved and found to my own satisfaction that 98% of them were credible and
really sincere about telling us the truth. I did interviews with them, saw their work, ate dinner and spent personal time with many of the participants
and call many of them my friends.

Copyright G. Jordan used with permission
AND THEN CAME the Press release:
•
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• May 9, 2013
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Media Contact: Janet Donovan
(202-904-1035), creative.enterprises.int@gmail.com
(for interviews with Stephen Bassett vand all CHD principals) [sic]
• Citizen Hearing on Disclosure Committee Seeks UN World Conference on Possible
Extraterrestrial Presence
Washington, DC – On May 3, 2013 members of the Citizen Hearing on Disclosure Committee and Hearing witnesses representing ten UN member
nations met at the Press Club to draft a statement seeking United Nations review of evidence of a possible extraterrestrial presence engaging the
human race. The result is the following communiqué:
Citizen Hearing on Disclosure Washington Communiqué May 3, 2013
From April 29, 2013 to May 3, 2013 researchers, activists, political leaders, and former members of military services and government agencies
representing ten countries gave testimony in Washington, DC to six former members of the United States Congress. After hearing this testimony
these members issue the following statement:
Whereas: given the unfolding scientific understanding of the number of potentially life supporting planets within Earth’s home galaxy, it would be
the height of arrogance to assert that humans are the only sentient beings within that galaxy;
Whereas: given that credible witnesses have brought forth overwhelming scientific evidence documenting the current presence of unidentified and
unexplained aerial craft that many believe to reflect an extraterrestrial intelligence;
And Whereas: given the enormous global implications if these craft are, indeed, of extraterrestrial origin, such an issue is a matter for the General
Assembly of the United Nations;
Therefore, we the undersigned request the Citizen Hearing Foundation use its offices to organize interested parties and raise the funds necessary
to pursue a global campaign to convince one or more nations to propose a resolution within the General Assembly
calling for United Nations sponsorship of a world conference addressing the possible evidence for an extraterrestrial presence engaging this
planet.
We the undersigned pledge our support for this effort.
Congresswoman Carolyn Kilpatrick Senator Mike Gravel
Congresswoman Lynn Woolsey Congressman Merrill Cook
Congresswoman Darlene Hooley [Unable to sign due to postemployment restrictions
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on Congressional Members and officers.]
Congressman Roscoe Bartlett [Unable to sign due to post-employment restrictions on
Congressional Members and officers.]
The Citizen Hearing Foundation is a pending 501(c)3 non-profit, which will launch its website later this month and immediately begin raising funds
to pursue nation sponsors for a resolution to the UN General Assembly.

A rare photo of Peter Davenport and myself, Peter is shy….smile
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A de-cloaking UFO pic I took with a 110 camera from an Airplane on my way to Phoenix.
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Me, Mr. Woodward..witness to a UFO encounter at a missile silo at time of Bay of Pigs and Jim Marrs
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Myself, Ingo SWANN and Jim Marrs
So what do these pictures have to do with the hearings, you ask? Not much, other than it puts a visual on the fact that that some have been
working on this subject for many years, and we are excited to have made a start.
I asked Dennis Kucinich during his first run for President, if he was elected President would he allow full disclosure. The way he answered, at the
time ….. was that he addressed the young people in the audience and encouraged them to make up their own minds as to what they see and
believe, and trust their guidance. I kind of thought that was a yes….close enough under the circumstances, and I felt almost bad having put
Mr. Kucinich on the spot like that. Remember, he had just acknowledged seeing a UFO, while visiting us in Washington State.
Libertarian Candidate Harry Brown gave me a Yes, outright, without hesitation, during an interview, when I asked him the same question.
To list all the comments and testimony here would be too much for my humble Newsletter. The website closest and most complete that I was able
to locate was the following, by Susan Joy Rennision http://www.susanrennison.com/Best_oftheblog_UFO_disclosure.php
One would assume a transcript of the hearings would make things easier for the general public to read; well…. I am unable to find it, so this will
have to do. http://www.citizenshearing.org/
Imagine, for a moment, that we would be allowed to see and understand what goes on behind the scenes. How would some react? Would it shake
their faith in Religion as we know it, or would we just embrace the fact that we, as humans, are just a tiny part of the inhabitants in the
cosmos? Would we change our outlook on how to get along, work together, share resources and
knowledge? Would we finally realize we need to nourish our home planet? Would we take care of it and show love for one another?
In the month of May alone there were so many deadly tornadoes in Oklahoma, and floods in Texas and Georgia. Events caused by nature, I grant
you, but there were also killings, bridge collapses, political in-fighting… and the war is still going strong. People are hungry and homeless, schools
have been closed, medical assistance has been denied…and that only in America. Now add the disasters: the death of the workers in Bangladesh,
and things we do not even hear about from around the world…and all of this in one month.
People took to the streets world wide to demonstrate for our rights….as humans… for safe food; we don’t want to be Monsanto Lab Rats. In my
family bloodline alone we have seven (7) new members. We don’t want them to
die just from eating GMO baby food.
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The disclosure hearings are a start to MAYBE look at things in a different light. People have given their lives over the years to bring the subject to
the forefront because we have a right to know what happens on our planet. It belongs to all of us, not only a select few.
This is a collection of actual videos of the hearings, if you wish to view them. Some can also be found on personal sites of the people giving
testimonies.
http://litcorner.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=15854:new-video-highlightsfromcitizens-disclosure-hearing-april-30-2013&catid=629:extraterrestrial-presence
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Rocket Display on Hyw 82 in Utah
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thiokol
In our attempts to travel to our planetary neighbors, is it not possible they do the same?
Better yet…have they already achieved it?
Love and Light
Lilian
PS. Here is a show by PEN from May 2013.
Unknown to us, at the time, this show needs to be in this newsletter. It was timely, yet
unintentionally fitting.
The Alchemical Artisans Hour, episode of 05/25/2013

(The actual show starts at the 4:30 min mark- all the previous part is music.)
This is a conversation between Anita Perez, Tidal Miller and Lilian Mustelier
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